
Neurons Environmental

Half-term activity


Welcome 

Our Neurons’ Environmental activity is written to provide an activity that helps your child 
engage with nature. This activity helps you create a bird-feeder that can hang outside. It 
could be in your local park, driveway or back garden. Birds play a vital role in the world's 
ecosystems, in a way that directly benefits our health, economy and food production. A 
recent study has shown that birds eat 400-500 million tons of insects every year. Not to 
mention that when birds travel, they transport seeds they have eaten and release them 
through their droppings. Birds bring plants back to ecosystems that have been destroyed, 
and even carry plants across seas and oceans to new land masses. Birds have not only 
helped to shape the plant life we see around us – but around the world too. 


It’s so important that children learning through doing, which is at the core of all of the 
Neurons activities found within our creative learning website, neurons.org.uk.


1.    You will need 

• Peanut butter (smooth is best)

• Bird seed

• One large Apple

• Some string

• A needle or skewer

• Cookie cutter of your choosing

• Some paper towel or toilet roll


2. Step-by-step 

i) Slice the apple in half. 

ii) Use your cookie cutter, or cutters, to cut out some fun shapes.

iii) Gently use the kitchen towel or toilet roll to dab the apple slices.


http://neurons.org.uk


iv) Next, carefully spread the peanut butter on one side of your apples slices.

v) Pour bird seed on a plate and dip the slices, peanut butter side down, into the seed.

vi) Use your needle or skewer to create a hole towards the top of the slice.

vii) Thread the string through the hole and tie a knot to secure.

viii) Finally, attach to a branch and wait for the birds to enjoy.


3. Watch and research 

Now you can find a sport from a distance to keep a record of the birds that arrive. If you 
have a camera (remember to try our photography activity), why not take a photograph of 
it to see if you can find out what the name of the bird is. The RSPB (Royal Society 
Protection of Birds) provide a website where you can hopefully find out. The link to this is 
-> https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/bird-a-z/

https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/bird-a-z/

